The world is rapidly urbanizing with 66% of the world's population expected to reside in cities by 2050. 11 This massive influx of new urban citizens is putting enormous pressure on city systems and bringing forth 12 challenges at the intersection of urban infrastructure, governance and the environment. As a result, 13 researchers and practitioners have turned to new advanced sensing and data analytics developed under the 14 burgeoning "smart city" movement to improve the design, management and operations of urban systems. 15
Introduction

29
The world is experiencing rapid urban growth. Over 50% of world population now resides in cities with 30 this number expected to increase to 66% (i.e., 2.5 billion additional people) by 2050 (United Nations 2014). 31
This rapid urban growth has begun to significantly increase the demands on urban systems and in turn is 32 creating numerous challenges at the intersection of urban infrastructure, governance and the environment. 33
In particular, municipal decision makers are grappling with the need to better design, manage and operate 34 urban systems so that they can meet the demands of their citizens, provide equitable access to core services 35 and limit negative impacts on the environment. As part of the burgeoning "smart city" movement, massive 36 amounts of data are now being collected on an array of urban systems (e.g., land, vegetation, buildings, 37 transportation, energy and humans) and in turn provide a tremendous opportunity to leverage emerging 38 data-driven methods to facilitate sustainable planning, management and operations of urban systems. 39
Municipal officials, policy-makers and engineers are eager to adopt more data analytical approaches to 40 uncover insights on how their city operates and drive decision-making. However, they often run into several 41 challenges related to data integration, organization and analysis due to the natural spatial, temporal and 42 typological heterogeneity of urban data. Urban data streams can differ significantly in their spatial 43 resolution (e.g., building, community, urban), time scale (e.g., hourly, monthly, yearly) and type (e.g., 44
categorical, numerical, geometric). Additionally, due to the disparate nature of urban systems, data streams 45 are often used for domain specific analysis even if applicable to multiple systems and are limited in their 46 accounting for interactions between systems. For example, building energy data is useful for diagnosing 47 energy efficiency aspects of a city but it could also be utilized for smart grid planning and understanding 48 urban heat island dynamics. Building energy systems also interact with other systems in a city including 49 natural (e.g., trees), transport and human systems. Failing to account for such interconnections could result 50 in decision-making that narrowly focuses on the benefits of a single system (e.g., buildings) without 51 understanding potential impacts for other systems. 52 Numerous data integration methods have been proposed in the literature that aim to tackle some of the 91 challenges of urban data management. In the following sections, the three main categories of existing data 92 integration methods (domain centric, data centric, demand centric) are reviewed to discern key limitations 93 and potential research gaps. 94
Domain centric integration methods 95
Domain centric integration methods aim to exploit the knowledge or structure of a specific system by 96 integrating various data streams. For example, previous work has used network based methods to represent 97 urban elements as nodes and interactions between elements as edges (Sun and Han 2012; Jain et al, 2014 ; 98
Wang and Taylor 2015). However, network based methods are largely constrained to single system 99 modeling (e.g., transportation network, social network) as the relationships between nodes and edges are 100 explicitly specified by domain knowledge and context. Recent research has begun to integrate data beyond 101 a single system, such as the integration of Building Information Modeling (BIM) data and Geographic 102
Information System (GIS) data (Kang and Hong 2013 ). Yet, such frameworks face limitations when 103 extending to the context of other urban systems (e.g., human systems). Other urban data integration research 104 has focused on ontology-based methods. These methods typically embed the knowledge and available data 105 of a specific domain in an ontology and utilize the ontology to link various data streams to one another 106 (Yang et al. 2017) . Although a certain level of interpretability could be maintained, ontology based 107 approaches are constrained to specific systems like buildings (Balaji et al. 2016) or transportation (Seedah 108 et al. 2015) and have a limited ability in describing the complex relationships and interactions between 109 urban systems that have been highlighted in previous work (Langevin et al. 2015; Marique et al. 2017 ). For 110 example, recent work has demonstrated a strong link between transportation demand and energy 111 consumption in buildings (Karan et al, 2015) . Moreover, a limitation of ontology based data integration 112 methods is that they must be fully expressive when defining their metadata schema and thus cannot adapt 113 easily to new urban data streams and types (Sinnott et al. 2012; Zhu and Ferreira Jr 2015) . While domain 114 centric methods are effective for data integration within individual system domains, they are limited in their 115 ability to both account for interactions across systems (extensibility) and easily adapt to growing and quickly 116 changing urban data streams (scalability). 117
Demand centric integration methods 118
Demand centric integration usually employs a one-time data integration process based on the use case for 119 a specific task (e.g., energy network modeling). Data visualization is one form of demand centric data 120 integration and has been applied to temporally and interactively integrate data for specific tasks like 121 analyzing the spatiotemporal variations of energy use intensity (Sun et al. 2013 ). However, a major 122 drawback of visual data integration is that it can result in information loss (Lins et al. 2013 ) and can be 123 onerous to operate as it often requires a large amount of trial-and-error to adequately explore a data set (Gu 124 and Wang 2013). Additionally, previous works (Bocconi et al. 2015; Lopez et al. 2012 ) have utilized pre-125 defined schemas representing certain task demands to integrate fixed data, sensor data and live social media 126 data while other studies have aimed to directly integrate the knowledge embedded in urban data through 127 machine learning (Zheng 2015) or computational typological analysis (Doraiswamy et al. 2014 ). While 128 useful for specific tasks, such methods have limited flexibility and reusability because they introduce task-129 specific biases. For example, the assumptions made for energy network modeling (e.g., modularity and 130 flow) are incompatible with human-building interaction analysis. If there is any change in scope, purpose 131 or data availability, the task and/or data integration process must be re-designed and re-implemented, which 132 is both time-consuming and computationally-expensive (Sheridan and Tennison 2010 (Miller 1998) , which manage data based on a standardized data model and 141 exchange format. Relational databases with flexible schema (Ziegler and Dittrich 2004) and grid structure 142 with cell-specific information (Tollefsen et al. 2012 ) have also been utilized to integrate typologically and 143 spatially heterogeneous data but are limited in their ability to handle temporally inconsistent data that are 144 common in urban environments (Kitchin 2014; Wiemann and Bernard 2016) . Similarly, automated systems 145 have been developed to convert tabular data to graph representations or object-oriented models by 146 identifying and analyzing the structure, content and semantic attributes of databases (Han et al. 2008 ; 147 Venetis et al. 2011) . However, such methods are again limited in their ability to integrate temporally 148 heterogeneous data (Servigne et al. 2016) . Perhaps most importantly, data centric integration methods are 149 not self-explanatory and therefore lack interpretability (Castellani Ribeiro et al. 2015). As a result, data-150 centric integration methods make it difficult to properly formulate queries for data retrieval without 151 extensive expert knowledge (Ferreira et al. 2013 ) even when new advanced querying methods are utilized 152 (Aguilera et al. 2016) . As a result, such methods may have limited applicability in the city context as 153 municipal officials, policy-makers and engineers are unlikely to base key urban design and operational 154 decisions on results and analytical queries that they cannot understand. 155
The overall objective of this paper is to introduce an Urban Data Integration (UDI) framework for 156 integrating heterogeneous urban data. The UDI framework is designed to be extensible to multiple types of 157 urban systems, scalable to the quickly changing and growing urban data streams and interpretable enough 158 to inform municipal decision-making. The UDI framework proposed in this paper focuses on the 159 management of urban data, including filtering, reconstructing, linking and storing data from different urban 160 systems. The underlying goal of this work is to provide an unbiased basis for enabling specific analytical 161 tasks emerging for the smart city domain such as system prediction and fault detection , 162 spatial-temporal analysis (Van Hove et al. 2015) and cross-system impact forecasting (Lund et al. 2015) . 163
Methodology
164
The proposed UDI framework utilizes a series of novel proximity relationship learning algorithms to 165 automatically integrate urban data in a graph database. In turn, the graph database can then be efficiently 166 explored and queried to answer specific questions regarding urban systems. The UDI framework is 167 comprised of three main steps (see Figure 1) : 168 1. Pre-process urban data streams in order to standardize data manipulation for different types of 169 urban elements: polygon (e.g., buildings and parking lots), linear (e.g., roads and pipelines)and 170 point (e.g., trees and traffic lights) elements (Algorithm 1). 171 2. Learn the proximity relationships between elements to link disparate urban systems without 172 introducing task specific bias or assumptions (Algorithm 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d) . After various urban data streams are collected and cleaned to remove inconsistencies and errors (e.g., 179
missing geometric information, numeric values for categorical attributes), a three-step pre-processing step 180 is conducted: 1) preparing and reformulating geometric information; 2) converting geometric coordinates 181 into Cartesian coordinates; 3) identifying the sides of elements that cannot be abstracted as points such as 182 buildings and roads. 183
Prepare and reformulate geometric information 184
The first step is to translate various urban data streams from different sources to consistent formats and 185 reformulate the geometric information of elements for all urban systems. Urban elements are divided into 186 three categories (polygon, linear and point) based on their geometric properties (see Table 2 
213
As an illustration, the implementation of Algorithm 1 on a polygon element called A with four vertices 214 V 1 , V 2 , V 3 and V 4 is presented in Figure 2 . 215 The array of Cartesian coordinates for A is shown in Table 3 . It is assumed the first element of the array 218 (with index of 0) may be any of the four vertices of A and the order of vertices of A is clockwise (the 219 processing will be same if the vertices of the array are recorded in anti-clockwise order). 220 Table 3 . Coordinates of four vertices of the polygon element A 221
Array element index
Array element geo-coordinates
First, the vertex with the smallest x-coordinate is searched and set as the starting vertex for side 222 identification, which is assumed as the V 4 in the example above. Accordingly, the first side in clockwise 223 direction from the starting vertex along is named as "Side 1"and the last side is named "Side " where is 224 the number of sides the element has. Once the "Side 1" and "Side " are identified, other sides can be 225 sequentially determined. In this example, the polygon element A has 4 sides. V 4 is the starting vertex and 226 the vertex after V 4 in the array is V 1 . Since V 1y is greater than V 4y , the direction from V 4 to V 1 is clockwise 227 thus the side between them is named as "Side 1". The resulting output array contains the sides of the 228 polygon element and the order of the vertices in the array V. 
Proximity relationship learning (Step 2) 260
After urban data streams are uniformly processed, the next step is to learn the proximity relationships of 261 elements, which are unbiased connections for elements, under the following four assumptions: 262 1. Polygon and linear elements cannot be abstracted to single points and might have irregular 263
shapes, therefore proximity relationships with other elements should be represented by the 264 proximities of other elements to certain sides of polygon and linear elements; 265 2. A proximity relationship exists between two elements if the shortest distance between two 266 elements being considered is within a threshold predefined by municipal officials, which can 267 vary for different categories of urban elements. For example, the threshold for proximity 268 relationships of polygon-polygon (e.g., building-building) elements might be 20 meters, for 269 proximity relationships of polygon-point (e.g., building-tree) elements might be 10 meters and 270 for proximity relationships of linear-point (e.g., road-tree) elements might be 30 meters, 271 depending on the actual urban context. 272 3. Because all elements do not have addresses and an address is not informative enough to 273 delineate the proximity relationships with other elements, this framework does not utilize any 274 address information for learning the proximity relationships in order to maintain 275 generalizability. 276 4. Proximity relationships can exist between elements of the same urban system (i.e., intra-class 277 proximity relationships such as buildings and buildings) as well as between elements of 278 different urban system (i.e., inter-class spatial relationships such as buildings and roads). 279
The proposed proximity relationship learning process starts from iteratively examining and filtering the 280 elements that have a possibility of being relevant to another element. In order to reduce the computational 281 complexity, the search space of geometric coordinates is limited to a rectangle formed around the target 282 element bounded by the following distances: 200 meters to the south of the element's lowest latitude, 200 283 meters to the north of its highest latitude, 200 meters to the east of its lowest longitude; and 200 meters to 284 the west of its highest longitude. The search space could be changed by municipal officials in order to 285 contextualize the method to their specific city. 286
Next, the framework aims to learn the proximity relationships of elements within the search space. In order 287 to expressively explain the proposed algorithms for this task (Algorithms 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d), an example of an 288 urban parcel is utilized (see Figure 6) . A polygon element B 1 is located at the corner of the intersection of 289 two linear elements R 1 and R 2 . A polygon element B 2 is located along the linear element R 2 . A point 290 element 1 is located on "Side 1" of the polygon element B 1 and another point element T 2 is located near 291 the polygon element B 2 . The vertices for the polygon element B 1 and B 2 have been numbered after 292 preprocessing. S 1 and S 2 represent point elements generating time series data and located inside the 293 polygon elements B 1 and B 2 , respectively. TS is a point element generating time series data (i.e., a traffic 294 sensor) but located along the linear elements R 1 and R 2 . Algorithms 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d aim to learn the 295 proximity relationships (both inter-class relationships and intra-class relationships) for these elements. 296 297 298
Figure 6. Example urban parcel for illustrating the learning of proximity relationships (algorithm 2a, 2b, 299 2c and 2d) 300
Polygon element and polygon element 301
Algorithm 2a is designed to learn proximity relationships between polygon elements like buildings, ponds, 302 Algorithm 2a starts by identifying the vertices (a, b) of the two polygon elements which are the closest to 304 each other. Then, the sides adjacent to these two vertices are used to calculate the distance between the two 305 polygon elements and identify the side of one polygon element on which the other polygon element is 306 proximate to. If the distance between the two polygon elements is less than the threshold, the algorithm 307 proceeds forward and finds the appropriate sides, otherwise it returns the default values (false, -1). The side 308 of polygon element A to which the polygon element B is proximate is determined by projecting the polygon 309 element B on the two adjacent sides of A given by (A appx [a 
The coordinates of segmented lines are represented as an array. With respect to the example being 341 discussed, the linear element R 1 consists of two segments with three vertices (Table 4) . 342 For the urban context example in Figure 6 , it is clear that the segment between S 1 -S 2 has the shortest 345 distance to the center of polygon element 1 (vertex 2 being the vertex closest to S 1 -S 2 ). I 2 is the point of 346 intersection of perpendicular from V 2 on R 1 and the projection of S 1 -S 2 on "Side 2" is greater than its 347 projection on "Side 1". Therefore, segment S 1 -S 2 of the linear element R 2 is proximate to the "Side 2" of 348 the polygon element B 1 and the distance between I 2 and V 2 represents the distance between the polygon 349 element B 1 and the linear element 1 (Figure 6) 
354
Algorithm 2c first identifies the vertex of the polygon element which is closest to the point element. The 355 adjacent two sides are then used to calculate the shortest distance between the point element and the polygon 356 element. The projections of the point on both sides are calculated and the side for which projection is 357 between 0 and 1 is selected as the side of A that is proximate to the point element. If the projection is outside 358 this range for both sides, then the point element is proximate to both sides (adjacent to the closest vertex) 359 of the polygon element. From Figure 6 it can be seen that the point element T 1 is proximate to the "Side 1" 360 of the polygon element B 1 and the point element T 2 is proximate to both the sides -"Side 1" and "Side 2" 361 -of the polygon element B 2 . 362
Linear element to linear element 363
Algorithm 2d is designed to learn proximity relationships between linear elements. The pseudocode for the 364 Algorithm 2d is shown below: 365 
366
For every segment of linear element L 1 , the algorithm searches all the segments of the linear element L 2 367 and determines the one that is closest to that segment of L 1 . If the distance between them is within the pre-368 defined threshold, the two segments are proximate to each other. 369
Point element to linear/point element 370
The learning of proximity relationships between point elements and linear elements is similar to how the 371 DistancePointLine and ProjectPointLine functions in Section 3.2.3 work. For the urban context example in 372 Figure 6 , it can be calculated that the point element T 1 is proximate to the "Side 1" of linear element R 1 . 373
The learning of proximity relationships between point elements is to simply calculate the Euclidean 374 distances using the point coordinates. 375
Data reconstruction in a graph (Step 3) 376
A graph-based structure is proposed comprised of nodes and directed edges. Each node represents an 377 element and has attributes to represent properties (e.g., age, height and area) and time-series data (e.g., 378 electricity usage each hour). Each directed edge has attributes such as numeric distance to represent 379 proximity relationships between elements. Figure 7 illustrates the graph representation of eight elements 380 comprising four classes (building, road, tree and sensor) for the example given in Figure 6 . B 1 and B 2 are 381 two nodes connected by an edge. Their proximity relationship can be delineated as "polygon element B 1 is 382 proximate to side 4 of polygon element B 2 of the same system and polygon element B 2 is proximate to side 383 2 of polygon element B 1 ." It can also be seen that both B 1 and B 2 are proximate to linear element R 1 and 384 are on the same side of it. The point element T 1 is proximate to B 1 while T 2 is proximate to two sides of 385 Particularly, some elements (e.g., sensors) might have both static (e.g., precision and manufacturer) and 393 dynamic (e.g., time series sensing data) properties with different time scales (e.g., daily and monthly). In 394 order to deal with such elements, the proposed UDI framework includes a hierarchical time structure to 395 store urban data with different time scales ranging from year to second. For example, there are two point 396 elements (e.g., sensors) with measurements of different time scales shown in Table 5 . 397 The time tree for these two point elements is constructed and shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen that all the 400 possible time scales are represented by a hierarchical tree, whose nodes can be then connected to elements 401 with measurements as the properties of edges. This time tree-based representation is organized such that 402 various urban data streams with differing timescales can be linked and analyzed. More importantly, when 403 new data becomes available (e.g., installation of new traffic sensors) or the time scales of existing data 404 sources change (e.g., upgrading of energy meters to smart meters), it is easy to connect them to the existing 405 time tree and continue the process of integrating them with other urban data streams. 406
407
Figure 8. The time tree constructed to integrate elements with different time scales 408
Once all urban data are integrated and stored in the graph representation, the node-edge data structure makes 409 it convenient and efficient to design, formulate and execute queries for data exploration and retrieval. In 410 this paper, Cypher (Vukotic et al. 2014 ) is used to complete this process. Cypher is designed to be a self- 
Proximity relationship learning 439
The algorithms for learning the proximity relationships were applied to the data available for this case study 440 area. Details of two building elements are presented in the Figure 10 or using an average (e.g., indoor temperature), which again depends upon the nature of the measurement. 460
For example, buildings have energy data collected every hour and temperature data collected every second. 461
If the smallest time scale (second) is required for analysis, the hourly building energy data are equally 462 divided by 3600 to represent the value per second (Table 6 ) whereas there is no need for converting the 463 temperature values because they were recorded at the seconds time scale. 464 If minute time scale is the required for analysis, the hourly energy data are equally divided by 60 whereas 467 the temperature data per second are averaged for each minute (Table 7) . 468 Table 7 . Data returned with minute scale by time tree of the UDI framework 469
Data querying and retrieval 471
The UDI framework aims to provide an easily interpretable and straightforward way for municipal officials 472 with minimal experience and knowledge of databases to understand and query urban data for further 473 analysis. The graph representation of urban data aims to simplify the data query design and formulation 474 process and reduce the amount of time investment necessary to conduct analysis. To illustrate the 475 interpretability and computational efficiency of the UDI framework, this paper explores an example of an 476 urban analytics application and benchmarks the performance of the UDI framework against an existing data 477 management method (i.e., a relational database). In this example, it is assumed that municipal officials aim 478 to explore the mutual influences between outside temperature and building energy consumption. They want 479 to eliminate the effects of vehicles passing by the buildings which could cause disturbances to the thermal 480 environment and temperature. In addition, they want to consistently compare buildings and minimize the 481 confounding effects of shading from trees on energy consumption. 482
In order to perform this analytical query, the following data should be appropriately retrieved: "energy 483 
497
The equivalent Cypher query under the UDI framework is shown below: 498 It is clear from the comparison above that the design and formulation of SQL queries for relational databases 500 is relatively more complicated and requires expert knowledge and experience to execute. Municipal 501 officials in general do not have the required expertise and/or time to design lengthy queries. As a result, 502 they require more intuitive means of querying data. Moreover, the SQL queries are not reproducible, which 503 lead to a large amount of unnecessary repeated efforts. In contrast, the design and formulation of queries 504 using Cypher are intuitive as they describe elements and their relationships. Only slight modifications to 505 the queries are required when data availability changes or the metadata schema varies. 506
The second comparison is in respect to the computational performances between the UDI framework and 507 traditional relational database. The magnitude of time complexity is utilized as the metric for this 508 comparative analysis. In a relational database, all the elements in the joint tables have to be searched for 509 each target element which exponentially increases the time complexity. In contrast, in a graph database the 510 number of proximate elements to be searched are simply ones connected to the target elements in the graph. 511
As a result, the time complexity for the SQL query is ( × × × × ( + )) (refer to 512 Table 8 for variable definitions) which can be approximated as ( 5 ) and the complexity for executing the 513
Cypher query is ( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ( ), which can be approximated as ( ). See Appendix 514 A and Appendix B for details on how the time complexity for the SQL query and Cypher query were 515 computed. Therefore, along with the simplified design and formulation of queries, reconstructing urban 516 data based on proximity relationships and storing them in a graph database can enable faster executions of 517 queries and data retrieval compared to data management using a relational database. This is especially 518 important for urban analytics applications, as often the queries are explorative in nature and thus require 519 numerous iterations and combinations to be run. 520 properties of their proximity relationships. This would enable groups of elements to be represented in the 527 graph database structure and facilitate analysis across multiple element groups. A second limitation is that 528 the proposed framework is only able to infer 2-D proximity relationships in urban data and thus ignores the 529 vertical dimension of a city. While this is a simplification of the proximity inference problem, learning the 530 2-D relationship represents a strong first step in the urban data integration process and future work could 531 extend this work to incorporate vertical proximities in a 3-D proximity relationship algorithm. Lastly, as 532 with most data-driven based research, the UDI framework could benefit from further validation. This paper 533 utilized data from a typical mid-size city in the United States (Palo Alto, CA) to validate the framework but 534 future work should aim to extend this validation to larger, more complex urban environments both in the 535 United States (e.g., San Francisco, New York) and internationally (e.g., London, Beijing, Rio de Janeiro, 536
Limitations and Future Work
Mumbai). 537
Conclusions
538
Data is increasingly becoming available on urban systems. Municipal officials, policy-makers and 539 engineers are eager to adopt more data analytical approaches to uncover insights on sustainable urban 540 planning and operations but face a major challenge on how to integrate spatially, temporally and 541 typologically heterogeneous urban data streams. The objective of this paper was to propose an Urban Data 542
Integration (UDI) framework that is capable of integrating heterogeneous urban data in an extensible, 543 scalable and interpretable manner. The merits, applicability and efficacy of the UDI framework was 544 demonstrated on data from a mid-size city in the United States (Palo Alto, CA) and benchmarked against 545 current practice (e.g., a relational database) for a typical urban analytics scenario. Results indicated that the 546 utilizing the UDI framework enabled more interpretable and computationally efficient data querying and 547 exploration. In the end, by bridging the gap between currently disparate urban data streams the UDI 548 framework aims to provide a computational foundation in which "smart city" applications and data-driven 549 approaches can be developed for cities. With the world rapidly urbanizing, new computational approaches 550 to urban system design, management and operations have the opportunity to make a tremendous impact on 551 the lives of billions of people around the world. 552 Step 1. A loop is run on the buildings table. The complexity is ( ):
566
Step 1.1.
For each building in buildings table, rows in Building_Relationships table with object type ="tree" 567 are found. The complexity is ( ):
568
Step 1.1.1. For each row selected in step 1.1, the corresponding tree type from trees table is checked.
569
The complexity is ( );
570
Step 1.1.2. If the tree type is oak, the corresponding row in the Building_Relationships table is   571 returned;
572
Step 1.1.3. All the rows with tree type of oak are returned. If the number of rows returned is greater 573 than 4, the process is continued. Otherwise, the execution jumps to the next building;
574
Step 1.1.4. For the building selected in Step 1.1.2, all the rows in the building relations table with   575 object type other than tree are selected;
576
Step 1.2. The result of this part of the query is a table for buildings with at least 4 trees of type oak
577
Step 2. For the table generated in 1.2, the rows with proximate object type = "traffic sensor" are selected:
578
Step 2.1. The corresponding sensor value in the Vehicle_Sensor Table is checked. The complexity is ( );
579
Step 2.2. The time points for which the value is false are selected and returned;
580
Step 2.3. The result of this part is a table with building name and time points which have to be checked;
581
Step 3. This step is to retrieve the energy consumption values and temperature values matching the table generated 582 in Step 2.3:
583
Step 3.1. The value of energy consumption is returned from the corresponding sensor type in the Smart_Meter 584 
586
Step 3.2.
The value of temperature is returned from temperature sensor table when the time points match the 587 up-to-the-minute time points determined in Step 2.3. The complexity is ( ); 588 _____________________________________________________________________________________ 589 590
Step 1.1 and Step 1.1.1 involve a join between the Building_Relationships table and the Trees table. The 591 time complexity of this join operation is given by ( × ). This result is joined with the buildings table 592
in Step 1 which gives the resultant complexity of ( × × ). After
Step 1 calculates the buildings 593 which have at least 5 trees of type "oak" this result is joined with the AOT_Temperature_Sensor table to 594 find the time points where there is no vehicle detected by the sensor. The resultant time complexity is given 595 by ( × × × ). Finally, this result is joined with the Smart_Meter to give the corresponding 596
energy consumption values and then independently with the AOT_Temperature_Sensor table to extract the 597 temperature values. The time complexity for these two joins is given as ( × × × × ) and 598 ( × × × × ) respectively. Thus, the final complexity of executing SQL queries to 599 retrieve data for the given urban analytics example is: ( × × × × ( + )), which can 600 be approximated as ( 5 ). 601
Appendix B
602
In the graph database all the elements are linked by relationships and stored in memory. The approximated 603 time complexity of executing the Cypher graph query for example in Section 4.2.1 is calculated as follows: 604 ______________________________________________________________________________ 605
Step 1. All buildings are traversed. The complexity is (1) for reaching each building;
606
Step 2. For each building, all of proximate elements are checked to find all trees. The complexity is ( );
607
Step 3. All trees are traversed to find the ones with the type "oak". The complexity is (1) for each tree;
608
Step 3.1.
A count operation is performed to count the number of oak trees for each building and return the 609 buildings if the number of oak trees is greater than 4;
610
Step 4. For the buildings returned in Step 3.1, values of the vehicle sensors are checked. If the value is false, the 611 corresponding time points are returned. The complexity is ( ):
612
Step 5. For time points returned in Step 4, the values of building energy consumption and temperature are also 613 returned:
614
Step 5.1. For the energy consumption, the graph is traversed to reach the corresponding smart meter nodes 615 and value relationships to obtain the values. The complexity is ( );
616
Step 5.2. For the temperature data, the graph is traversed to reach the corresponding ambient sensor nodes 617 and value relationships to obtain the values. The complexity is ( );
618 _____________________________________________________________________________________ 619 620
The time complexity of executing Cypher queries to retrieve data from graph database for the given urban 621 analytics example is: ( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ( ), which can be approximated as ( ) .  622   623  624  625  626  627  628  629 
